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$0. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
(A) Hilbert space factors in spaces of homeomorphisms and embeddings 
LET l2 be the separable Hilbert space of square-summable sequences. Metrizable spaces 
which are locally homeomorphic to I2 are called I,-manijbids. An interesting question in 
infinite-dimensional topolo, is the following: If M is a compact n-manifold, n 2 1, and 
.H(n;l) its homeomorphism-space (with the compact-open topology) is H(M) an /,-manifold? 
The answer is yes if n = 1 [l] and unknown if n > 1. Lacking an answer, one is led to ask 
another question: what non-trivial properties of I,-manifolds are possessed by H(ICf)? It is 
clear that H(M) is an infinite-dimensional complete metric space. In general it is unknown if 
H(&1) is an absolute neighborhood retract, though Mason [13a] has shown that the homeo- 
morphisms of a 2-disk which fix the boundary form an absolute retract. 
Cernavskii [7] has shown that H(M) is locally contractible, and Mason [13] has shown 
that if Y is a a-compact subset of H(IM) then H(M) - Y is homeomorphic to H(IM) (in 
which case we say that Y is negligible). I,-manifolds are indeed locally contractible and their 
cr-compact subsets are indeed negligible. 
Anderson and Schori [5] have shown that if X is an /,-manifold, then X is homeo- 
morphic to X x 12. Here we prove that if X = H(M), the same result holds. In fact M need 
not be a manifold for this to hold, nor need M be compact. It is only necessary that M be a 
metric space some point of which has a compact “ cone-like ” neighborhood. This is made 
precise in Theorem 2.7. As an example, we give the following special case of (2.7). 
THEOREM 0.1. Let A be a locally compact C W complex of dimension > 0, or a metrizable 
topological manifald-with-boundary of dimension >O. Let B be a subcomplex or a submamyold 
of A (as appropriate) such that A - B has dimension >O. Let H,(A) be the space of homeo- 
morphisms of A which restrict to the identity on B, with the compact-open topology. Then 
H,(A) x I, is homeomorphic to H,(A). 
7 This is a portion of the author’s doctoral dissertation, written at Cornell University. He would like 
to thank Professor David W. Henderson for his kindness and interest, and to acknowledge helpful conversa- 
tions with Professors Israel Berstein and James West. While doing this work, the author was supported by 
an I.B.M. Graduate Fellowship. 
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A similar result holds for pairs. 
We may apply the same technique to spaces of embeddings. The general theorem in 
this case is Theorem 2.6. Here is a special case of (2.6). 
THEOREM 0.2. Let A be as in (0.1) and iet T be a metric space. Let E(A, T) be the space of 
embedditlgs of A in T, with the compact-open topo/og>.. Then E(A, T) x 1, is homeomorphic to 
E(A. T). 
A similar result holds for pairs. 
It turns out that the result of Mason mentioned above [13], can also be proved as a 
corollary to our principal theorems (cf. Corollary 2.9). In so far as our methods are not 
restricted to homeomorphism-spaces of compact manifolds, we obtain a generalization of 
Mason’s theorem. However it is an important property of 12-manifolds that many closed sets 
which are not locally compact (those having Property Z: cf. $3) are negligible [2]; we do not 
succeed in generalizing Mason’s theorem in this direction. 
(B) Function-spaces which are /,-manifolds 
Eells has shown [lo] that the space of continuous functions from a compact space il 
to a smooth (i.e. Cx) manifold T of finite or infinite dimension is in general an 11-manifold 
(compact-open topology). Obviously one assumes here that the Banach space model for T 
is separable and that neither A nor T is discrete. In addition one must stipulate that T is a 
manifold without boundary. 
With Theorems 4.7 and 4.8 we substantially generalize Eells’ theorem. Here are some 
special cases of those theorems, which may be of interest. We let C((Z, Z’), (T, {p))) denote 
the space of continuous functions from Z to T which map the subspace Z’ of Z to the point 
p E T (compact-open topology), writing C(Z, T) when 2’ is empty. 
THEOREM 0.3. Let A be compact and T locally compact. Let eacfl of A and T be either a 
separable polyhedron all of wflose components hate dimension >O, or a separable metrizabie 
ropological n-manifold-wi&boundary (n > 0). Let A’ be a closed proper non-empty subset of 
,-I, and letp E T. Let X be non-empty and compact. Tfzen C(X x A, T) and C((X x A, X x A’). 
(T, {p))) are I,-manifolds. 
In particular, the space of loops in T> with respect to any base point, is an [2-manifold. 
THEOREM 0.4. Let X, A and A’ be as in (0.3). Let T be a separable, locally compact CW 
conlplex of dimetuion >O. Let p lie in the interior of a principal cell of T of dimension ~0. 
Tflen C((X x A, X x A’), (T, {p))) is an I?-manifold. 
In particular, the space of loops in such a CW complex is an /,-manifold, if the base 
point is chosen with care. Actually, for an arbitrary base point. the space of loops minus 
the constant loop is an I,-manifold. 
Theorems 0.3 and 0.4 would be more complete if we could replace the one-point space 
(pl bv a closed subspace T’ of T: one might assume T’ to be a subpolyhedron, a submanifold 2 
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or a subcomplex of T. as appropriate. Surprisingly our methods appear to give no hope of 
this generalization. 
(C) Function-spaces n hich are l,J-manifolds 
In the second paper, we will study spaces of piecewise linear maps. Let lZf be the linear 
subspace of I2 consisting of those elements having only finitely many non-zero coordinates. 
Metrizable spaces which are locally homeomorphic to lZj are called /,r-r~zanifol~/s. lZf- 
manifolds have been studied by Henderson and West, and by Chapman among others 
(cf. [IO] for references). 
Just as spaces of continuous functions are usually /,-manifolds. spaces of piecewise 
linear functions are usually [2/-manifolds. In particular, if T is a polyhedron as in (0.3), the 
space of piecewise linear loops in T, with respect to any base point, is an IZf-manifold. 
(D) Notation 
I or [0, l] denotes the closed unit interval; for real numbers t, I tZ we denote their open 
and closed intervals by (tl, f2) and [tl, f2] respectively. “ Neighborhood” will always mean 
“open neighborhood”. B” and S”-’ denote the standard n-ball and (n - I)-sphere. s denotes 
the countably infinite product of lines, and I, denotes the separable Hilbert space of square- 
summabie sequences. (X, X’) is called a pair of spaces if X’ c X. r denotes “is homeo- 
morphic to “, cl denotes closure, int denotes interior, and bd denotes point-set boundary. 
All function-spaces have the compact-open topology. A continuous function will 
sometimes be called a map. 
C((A, B), (X, X’)) = {f: A + Xij‘is a map andf(B) c X’> 
E((A, B), (X, X’)) = {f+z C((A, B), (X. X’)) If is an embedding) 
H((A, B)) = {f~ C((A, B), (A, B))lfis a homeomorphism of pairs’,. 
When B =a we will write C(A, X), E(il, X) and H(A). 
When there is no ambiguity, all identity functions are denoted by 1. Otherwise 1: X + X 
is denoted by l,Y. A map is an embedditzg if it is a homeomorphism onto its image. Metrics 
are called d and p indiscriminately. If A and B are compact subsets of a metric space, then 
d(A, B) = inf {d(x, y) 1 x E A, y E Bj, 
abbreviated to d(s, B) if A = {x} is a one-point set. 
$1. SPACES OF PATHS 
Votation. X is a metric space with metric d. C(I, X) is the space of paths with the usual 
uniform-convergence metric 
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Because I is compact, p induces the compact-open topology on C(I, X). 
c’(I, X) = {fE C(I, X>]fis not constant} 
D(I, X) = {f~ C(I, X)( t, < t, implies diamf[t,, tz] > 0} 
E(I, X) = (JE C(I, X) ]f is an embedding; 
,~(i)=(ii~C(z7z)/~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~~h(rl)) 
H,(Z) = {h E iM,(I) j /I is a homeomorphism}. 
Purpose of the Section. To show (1.17) that E(I, X) has H,(Z) as a factor, and that 
C’(Z, X) has IV,(I) as a factor. It is known [l] that H,(I) is homeomorphic to I,. Later in 
this paper (3.4) we will show that iVO(l) is also homeomorphic to 12. 
Morse’s ,u-length of paths 
This is the strictly topological analogue of arc-length, a continuous function 
p: C(I, X) -f [O, co). 
The reference is [17] but since we need lemmas which Morse does not make explicit, we will 
give a brief summary here. 
Let 
A,, = {(tl, t,, . . . , t,>iO I t, I t, I 
where n 2 2. Iffe C(Z, X), let 
ay; r,, . . . , t,> = mid.Wti>,f(ti+~>> 
and 
. . . St,5 1) 
]lli<n-1) 
~,(f> = supbX.L 4, . , . , r.>l h . . . , r,> E 4. 
The p-lengrh off is defined as 
P(f) = it2 (&)Pi(f). 
Properties of p-length 
Let k, E C(Z, I) be defined by k,(s) = rs, where r E I, and if f E C(I, X) let fI = f 0 k,. 
f, is the restriction off to [0, r], suitably reparameterized. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Forfixedf E C’(I, X); (i) pcf,) is a conrinuous non-decreasing function 
of r; (ii) p(fJ is constant on each inrervaZ on which f is constant; and (iii) pcf,) is non-constant 
on each interval on which f is non-constant. 
(For proof, cf. Section 2 of [17].) 
Using (1 .I) (i) define Y E M,(o by a(r) = p(jJ/p(f). Since c( is monotone, (1.1) (iii) 
implies that there is a well-defined function f ‘: I -+ X satisfying f p(s) = fu-‘(s). In Proposi- 
tion A of [17] it is shown that f p is continuous. (1.1) (ii) implies that f p E D(I, X) whenever 
f E c’(Z, X). 
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For reference we summarize: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Thefunction $: C’(I. X) -+ C’(I. X) defined by Ii/(f) =f" is such that 
its image lies in D(I, X). Furthermore 
f($ 1 = f(r), for all t E I. 
f” is called the p-pammeterization off. It will soon be clear that the function ~b is continuous. 
An equivalence relation on C(I, X) 
Define a reflexive symmetric relation R on C(I, X) by saying fORfl if there exists 
h, E M,(I), h, E M,(I) and f E C(Z, X) such thatf, = f/l0 and fi = fh,. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. lff, g E C’(I, X) then (i) f” Rfand (ii) f Rg ifand onfy iff” = g”. 
(For proof, cf. Proposition B and Theorem 1 of [17].) 
(1.3) implies that R is an equivalence relation and that the jc-parameterizations can be 
regarded as representative members of R-classes, one for each class. 
A topology for the set of equivalence classes 
Let C,(I, X) be the set of R-classes. Since each constant path is an R-class, we can 
define C,‘(I, X) to be the set of R-classes in C’(I, X). C,‘(I, X) is topologized using the 
notion of Frkhet distance 
F(f, g) = Wp(f, gh) I h E ffd0~ 
which is defined for ail A g E C(Z, X). Clearly F is a pseudometric for the set C(I, X). 
PROPOSITION 1.4. If x g E C’(I, X) then (i) fRg implies F(f g) = 0, and (ii) fRf’ and 
g Rg’ together imply F(f, g) = F(f’, g’). 
(For Proof, cf. Theorem 2 and Statement (15) of [17].) 
(1.4) implies that the pseudometric F induces a pseudometric F on C,(I, X). We 
topologize C,(Z, X) with this pseudometric, obtaining C,‘(I, X) as a subspace. (l.lO), 
below, will imply that F is actually a metric. 
The functions p, q and r 
Denoting the R-class off E C(I, X) byf we define 
p: c’(Z, X) ---t CR’(I, X) by p(f)=3 
q: C,‘(I, X) + C’(I, X) by q(3) =f’ 
r: c’(I, X) + M,(Z) by r(f)(t) = 14ft)iAf). 
q is well-defined by (1.3.). pq = 1 and qp = $ (cf. 1.2)). 
PROPOSITION 1.5. IfJ g E c’(Z, X) and F(f; g) < E then ] p(j) - p(g) ] 5 2~. 
(For proof, cf. Theorem 3 of [17].) 
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COROLL:~RY 1.6. Tile fhtrcriotz i: C’(I. X) x 1 + I dqtitletl b?, 
is confimrous. 
Proof. That the image of i- lies in I is a consequence of (,I. 1) (i). The functionf- I(( f) 
is continuous because, if p(f, g) < (a/4) then f(jI g) < (~~‘4) and thus. by (1 .j>. 
I p(f) - p(g) 1 I E/2 < F. 
By (1.1) (i) there exists a positive 6(a,f) such that if j t - t’/ < d(&.f) then //I - /c(f,,)I 
< (e/2). The function (f, t) H&J is therefore continuous, since if p(f, g) < (a/8) then 
p(f,, , gl,) < (E/Q) for all t’ E I? and combining this with the condition j t - t’/ < d(c. f) we 
obtain 
This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 1.7. r is cot~fitzuouS andsafi.~jes the equation [qp(f’)] 2 r(f) =J F~~rthermore 
r(HI, X)) = H,(I). 
Proof. That the image of r lies in M,(I), follows from (1.1) (i). That r is continuous 
follows from (1.6) by a property of the compact-open topology. That r(E(I. X)) c H,(I) 
follows from (1.1) (iii). Finally we note that if t E I, 
[vdf >I 0 rU>(t) =f”GU !)I 
=f(t) by (1.2). 
PROPOSITION 1.8, The fkncfiott 4: C,‘(I, X) x I -+ X dejtzed by Lj(j, f) =f’“(f) = q(j)(f) is 
confinuous. 
(For proof, cf. Theorem 4 of 1171.) 
COROLLARY 1.9. y is confitutous. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. I,fL g E c'('I, X) then f Rg ifarzd only ifF‘c_/; g) = 0 
(For proof, cf. Corollary 2 to Theorem 5 of [17].) 
(1.10) implies that F is in fact a metric for the space C,(I, X). The reader of [t7] will 
find no explicit reference to the metric P or indeed to a topology for C,‘(I. X). 
COROLLARY 1.11. p is continuous. 
Proof: F(f, S) = F(f, g) 5 p(f, g). Since F is a metric for C,‘(I, X), the proof is com- 
plete. 
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Combining (1.2). (1.7). ( 1.9) and ( I. 1 I) w habe the following theorem kvhich is essen- 
tially due to Morse: 
THEOREM 1.12. Let X be a nzerric space, and let p: C’(I. X) + C,‘(l. X) be as defned 
abore. Then p is contitutous. and has a contitzrrous right inverse q uhose image lies in D(I, X). 
Moreocer there exists a continuous fitnction r: c’(1. X) - M,(f) wch that [qp(f)] 3 r(f) = f 
and swh that r(E(I. Xl) c H,(l). 
Alternatives 
We pause for a moment to discuss Theorem (1.12). An alternative description of 
C,‘(Z. X) is the following: (i) define the retlexive, symmetric relation R as above; (ii) prove 
that R is transitive and hence an equivalence relation: (iii) prove that R-equivalence classes 
are closed subsets of C,‘(f, X); (iv) assume, without loss of generality that X has a bounded 
metric d; (v) define C,‘(f, X) to be the space of R-equivalence classes with the Hausdorff 
metric induced by d (cf. Kelley’s or Dungundji’s textbooks for the definition); and (vi) prove 
that the R-identifying function p: C’(I, X) -+ C,‘(f, X) is continuous. Elsewhere, we have 
carried out these stages in detail: our proof of(iii) is rather long and complicated. The point 
we wish to make is that all of these steps can be done without introducing LL-length. The 
Hausdorff distances in C,‘(I, X) turn out to be exactly the same as the Frtchet distances 
given by the metric F. The problem of finding r/ is the problem of finding a “continuous 
selection “. In [14] and [15], E. A. Michael has studied such problems. His work in [14] is 
not applicable since C,‘(I, X) is certainly infinite-dimensional. We failed to find a “convex 
structure” in C(I, X) which would make [15] applicable. Finally. it is convenient that the 
map q of Theorem (1.12) has its image in D(I, X), but even if we only knew that the image 
ofq was in C’(I. X) we could alter (I (by a method which does not involve /L-length) to obtain 
the stronger result. We could also prove the existence of r. without using Al-length. From this 
discussion it should be clear that while Al-length is only needed in order to define the map y, 
the concept greatly simplifies all the stages of the proof of Theorem (I .12). 
Strengthening Theorem (1.12) 
LEMMA 1.13. If y E D(I, X), /I~ and 11~ are ttzmzbers of‘ M,(l) atztf y/z, = gh2, then 
/Q = h2 
ProoJ Let f = g/l1 = g/i,. Suppose /~~(1~) Z lf?lt,) for some f, E 1. f’(t,) = gfi,(fJ = 
g.lzl(tl). Without loss of generality assume lzl(tl) > /r,(fl). Let t2 be such that h,(tJ = h2(fl). 
Hence t2 > t, and f(t,) = gh,(tJ = gh2(t,) =f(t,). Clearly h2(tZ) 2 /zl(t2). We claim that 
jlz(tz) > lag: for suppose h?(t,) = h1(t2): then h2(rz) = hz(t,) and thus h, is constant on 
[tl, rz], which implies that f is constant on [t,, tJ, which implies that /I~ is constant on 
[tl, t2] since g E D(I, X). Hence hl(t7) = h,(t,) = hz(tl) which contradicts our underlying 
supposition that h,(t,) # hl(t,). By induction select an increasing sequence {t,) such that 
/I,(&) = /Iz(t,,-,), /12(fn) > lo and/(t,) =f(t,) f or all 11. We have given the first step of the 
inductive process. Let r be the limit point of the sequence {t,)./(T) =f‘(t,). 
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Now let s1 be an arbitrary point in [ti, t2]. Assume, inductively, that we have obtained 
points si, s2, , . , s.._~ such that ti 5 si I tii, and h,(si) = h,(s,_i), where I < i 5 n - 1. 
Since r,_, I s,._i 5 f,. we have h,(f,,_,) I hz(s,_i) I h,(t,), which can be rewritten as 
h,(t,) < &(s,_,) I h,(t,+,). By the Intermediate Value Theorem there exists s, E [t., t,+l] 
such that h,(s,) = hz(s,_i). So starting with si arbitrarily chosen from [ti, t2] we obtain 
{s,} such that t, I s, I t,+i (implying con vergence of {s,} to r) and h,(s,) = h,(s,_,) (imply- 
ingf(s,) =f(s,) for all n). Hencef(s,) =f(r) for all si such that t, I si I t2 So/is constant 
on [tr, fJ. But h,(t?) > h,(ti) and thus g is constant on [h,(t,), hl(t,)]. This contradicts the 
fact that g E D(Z, X), and completes the proof. 
Lemma (1.13) enables us to strengthen Theorem (1.12) with the following addendum: 
COROLLARY 1.14. For each f E C’(Z, X), r(f) is t/ ze unique member of M,(Z) such that 
kp(f)l O r(f) =J 
Embedded paths 
Let E,(I, X) = p(E(Z, X)). Note that p-i(ER(Z, X)) is considerably larger than E(Z, X), 
since it consists not only of the embeddings but of all those paths which are R-equivalent to 
embeddings. The relationship between E(Z, X) and P-‘(E,(Z, X)) is as follows: 
LEMMA 1.15. p-'@,(I, X)) n D(Z,X)= E(Z,X). 
Proof. Let f’~p-‘(E,(Z, X)) n D(I, X). There exists g E E(Z, X) such that f Rg, since 
f EP-‘(E,(Z, X)). Hence there exists h E M,(Z) such that f= gh. If 0 2 t, I tz < 1, then 
f(ti> =f(tJ, iff gh(t,) = gh(t2), iff h(t,) = h(f2), iff h([t,, r2]) is a point of I, ifff([ti, tz]) is a 
point of X. Hence, sincefE D(Z, X),f(t,) =f(tJ iff t, = t, , and this implies thatfe E(Z, X). 
The converse is trivial. 
PROPOSITION 1.16. Let j?: E(I, X)-+E,(I, X) be the restriction ofthe map p to E(Z, X). 
Then 8 has a continuous right inverse 4. Moreover there exists a continuous function 
P: E(Z, X) -+ H,(Z) such that for each fe E(Z, X), 3(f) is the unique element of H,,(Z) such 
that [@(f )I 0 W’) = f- 
Proof. By (1.12) and (1.15) q(E,(Z, X)) c E(Z, X); therefore we may define 4 to be the 
restriction of q to E,(Z, X). By (1.12) r(E(Z, X)) c H,(Z); therefore we may define P to 
be the restriction of r to E(Z, X). P satisfies the required uniqueness property by (1.14). This 
completes the proof. 
Factorizing spaces of paths 
We are now ready to write down our principal homeomorphisms. L>etme 
P: C’(Z, X) + &‘(I, X) x M,(Z) by P(f) = (p(f ), r(f )) 
and 
Q: Ca’(Z, X) x M,(Z) --t C’(Z, X) by O(J h) = q(f) 0 h. 
Since composition is continuous in this context, P and Q are clearly continuous. By suitable 
restriction, P and Q induce maps 
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p: E(I, X) + E,(I, X) x H,,(I) 
$: E,(Z, X) x H,(I) --, E(Z, X). 
THEOREM 1.17. P is a homeomorphism whose inverse is Q, and r’ is a homeomorphism 
whose inverse is 0. 
Proof. 
OPO = CGJ(~)~ r(f)) 
= [q~(f)l 0 r(f) 
=f by (1.12). 
PO(3, h) = Mf) 0 4 
= Md3) 0 4 Q(f) 0 4). 
We must show that the two terms on the right-hand side are respectively3and h. It is clear 
that Ad’) 0 h) = 3. 
Mdf) 0 4 0 rM3> 0 4 = sC3> 0 h by (1.12). 
Also it is clear that qp(q(J) 0 h) 0 h = q(f) 3 h. H ence by (1.14) r(q(f) 0 h) = h. This com- 
pletes the proof for P and Q. An identical argument works for r’ and Q, because of (1.16). 
$2. FACTORIZING SPACES OF HOIMEOMORPHISMS, EMBEDDINGS AND FUNCTIONS 
Notation. The cone %‘X on a space X is X x (O,l]u {u}, with the product topology on 
X x (0, I] and with the sets X x (0, t) u {u} as a basic neighborhoods of the vertes u, This 
agrees with the identification topology if X is compact. We identify X with X x { lj c %X; 
if z E X, points in the ray {z} x (O,l]u {u} are labelled (1 - t)u + tz, where 0 I 1 I 1. 
Cone patches 
Definition 2.1. Let (A, A’) be a pair of metric spaces. Let U be a non-empty open subset 
of A satisfying the following conditions : 
(i) cl U is compact; 
(ii) either U c A’ or UnA’=@(; 
(iii) there exists a homeomorphism of pairs 
[: (cl U, bd U) + (%’ bd U, bd U). 
Then U is called a cone patch for the pair (A, A’) and we say that (A, A’) admits a cone 
patch. Without ambiguity, we transfer the cone structure of %’ bd U to cl U, suppressing 
the homeomorphism c. Points in cl U are labelled (1 - Z)U + tz where 0 5 t 5 1, z E bd U 
and u is the vertex of the cone cl U. 
Examples 
Example 2.2. If (A, A’) is a pair of locally compact CW complexes such that A is 
non-discrete, then a point of A can be found, small neighborhoods of which are cone 
patches for (A, A’). 
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E.rumple 2.3. If .4 is a metrizable topological II-manifold-with-bonndarv, II 2 1, and 
.-I’ is either an open subset or a closed subset of A. then a chart can be chosen which is a 
cone patch for (-4. il’). 
Exnrzple 2.4. If I” is the Hiibert Cube. then by [12]. I’ is homeomorphic to +?‘I” 
and so ([-a> 0) admits a cone patch. 
Factorizing function-spaces 
THEOREM 2.5. Let (A. A’) and (T. T’) be pairs of metric spaces d let (A. A’) admit a 
cone patch U. Let 
C”((A, A’), (T, T’)) = 1” C((A, A’), (T, T’)) fis note-constatzt 
1, I Ti?zzYf 1 
ntui /et AI,(l) be as in $1. Then M,(I) is a factor of C”((A, A’), (1 7’)). 
Proof. Let X = C((bd U. A’ n bd Or), (T, T’)). X is metrizable since bd U is compact 
and T is metrizable. For this particular space X, we use the notation of $1 exactly as it 
stands. By (1.17) P: C’(I, X) --* C,‘(I. X) x M,(I) is a homeomorphism. In order to simplify 
the notation, let us assume A’ = 0. The modifications in the proof for the general case are 
obvious. Since bd U is compact. the adjointness property of the compact-open topology 
gives a homeomorphism A,: C(bd U x I. T) + C(I, X) defined by j.,(f)(t)(z) = f(z, t). 
There is an embedding iZ: Cccl U, T) -+ C(bd U x I, T) defined by i.2(g)(z, t) = g((l - t)u 
+ tz). Let 
c’(c1 U, T) = /g E Cccl U. T) y is non-constant on some\ 
\ ray of the cone cl U I 
By suitably restricting j.? let 
D = i, c i.?: C’(cl U, I-) -+ C’(f, X); 
G is an embedding given by o(g)(t)(z) = g(( 1 - t)u + tz) 
Claim (a): iffI.fi E C’(f, X)andf;Rf,. and ifo(g,) =j;, then thereexistsg2E C’(cl 0’. r) 
such that o(g2) = f2 Proof of Claim (a):fi(0) =f2(0), so for all z E bd U,f2(0)(z) = f,(O)(z) = 
dg!)(O)(z) = gl(rr); hence we may define g2 by g2((1 - t)u + tz) = f?(t)(z); a(gJ = f2. 
Claim (b): if g,, g2 E C’(cl U, T) and if a(g,)Rcr(g2), then g1 and g2 agree on bd U. 
ProofofClaim (b): a(g,)(l) = a(g,)( l), so for all z E bd U, gl(z) = a(gl)( l)(z) = a(g~>(l>(z> = 
S?(I). 
By Claim (a), P 0 o maps C’(cl U, T) homeomorphically onto J x M,(I) where J is a 
certain subspace of C,‘(I. X). Let I: C’(cl U, T) -+.I x M,(I) be that homeomorphism. 
Let 
T: Cc’(A. T) ---) C(A - U, T) x C’(cl U, T) 
be defined by r(f) = (f/CA - U),f(cl U); then 7 is an embeddine. Consider the embedding 
(I XI)-~:C~(A.T)+C(A-U,T)X~X!~~,,(~). 
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We wish to prove that the image of this embedding has .11,(1) as a factor. 
Let f, E Cc(/I. 7) and let (1 x z) 0 T(j;) = (7,. 6, hI). Let gi = fl ! cl Li. Then G(gt) = 
q(b) 2 /I, (where the map q: C,‘(/. X) + C’(I, X) was defined in $1). xovv let /rz E XI,(I) be 
arbitrary: we seek f2 E C”(A. 7) such that (I x r) - s(ji) = (_/,. 6, hz). 
Let g1 = I-‘(b, /I~) E C’(c1 U, T). a(g2) = q(b) 3 /I?. Since g(gi) Ra(g,). Claim (b) 
implies that g1 and g2 agree on bd Cr. So we may choosef, E C’(A, 7) such that f? / A - c’ = 
f, = fi /A - U, and f2 1 cl U = g2 Clearly (I x r) : r (fl) = (jl, b, h2) as required. Hence 
there is a space Kc C(A - U. T) x J such that (I x x) 3 T restricts to a homeomorphism 
1: C’(rl. 7) + K x M,,(l). 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem (2.5) will be used in $4. The method of proof will also be used in the following 
theorems, which are of interest. 
Factorizing spaces of embeddings 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (A, A’) and (Z T’) he pairs of metric spaces ad let (A. A’) adt77it N 
cor7e patch I/. Let B be a subset of A - lJ ar7d let go be a fixed embeddir7g of B in T. Let 
.&((A, A’), (T. T’)) = {gEE(A, A’), (r. 7-‘))lg/ B=g,,) 
Then tf7ere is a homeomorphisnr 
S: E,,((A, A’), (r, T’)) x 12 -+ .&((A, A’). (r, T’)) 
such that S is homotopic to tfze projection map S, defined by S,(j; x) =J 
Proof: In the first place we show that I, is a factor of Es&(“, A’), (T, 7’)). The existence 
of the homeomorphism S follows immediately from this, as also does the fact that S is 
homotopic to St. By the main theorem of [I], H,(f) is homeomorphic to s, the countably 
infinite product of lines. By [4] s is homeomorphic to 12. We show that H,,(I) is a factor of 
EJ(A, A’), (T, T’)), using the notation of the proof of (2.5). 
By (1.17) P: E(1, X) -ER(I, X) x H,,(I) is a homeomorphism. As in (2.5), assume 
,.t’ = 0 in order to simplify the notation. E(A, T) c C”(A, T) and E(cl U, T) c C’(cl U, T). 
By suitably restricting g, we obtain an embedding 8: E(cl U, T) -+E(f, X) given by 
c?(g)(r)(z) = g(( 1 - t)u + tz). 
Claim (a): ifft, fi E E(I, X) and fi Rf2, and if a(g,) = fi, then there existsg, E E(cl U. T) 
such that i?(g2) = f2. Proof of Claim (a): the required g2 E c’(cl U, T) is found as in Claim 
(a) in the proof of (2.5), but we must check that gr E E(cl U. 7); there exists f7 E H,,(I) such 
thatf, 3 /l =fi, implying that 
g2(( 1 - t)u + tz> = g,(( I - fI(f))ll + h(t)z) 
for all points of cl U; therefore if gz were not an embedding, neither would g1 be an 
embedding. 
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Claim (a) gives a homeomorphism 4: E(c1 CJ, T) -+ 3 x H,(Z) where 3 is a subspace 
of E,(f, X). Proceeding as in (2.5), we have an embedding 
Q: E&4, 7-) + E(A - CJ, T) x E(c1 u, T), 
and we find that (1 x 4) 3 ? maps &,(A, T) homeomorphically onto I? x N,(I) where 
I2 c E(A - U, T) x 3. This is the required homeomorphism 2: E,,(A, T) + R x H,(I). 
Factorizing spaces of homeomorphisms 
THEOREM 2.7. Let (A, A’) be a pair of metric spaces and let (A, A’) admit a cone patch U. 
Let B be a subset of A - I/ and let H,(A, A’) be the space of homeomorphisms of the pair 
(A, A’) which restrict to the identity on B. Then there is a homeomorphism 
S’: HB(A, A’) x I2 -+ HB(A, A’) 
such that S’ is homo topic to theprojection map S,’ defined by Sl’(ft x) = f: 
ProoJ Apply Theorem 2.6 with (T, r’) = (A, A’) and go the identity map. If 
f E &,((A, A’), (A, A’)) and x E /?I let S(A x) = f'. By examining the homeomorphism S 
and the homeomorphism 2 from which it is constructed, one easily sees that the embedding 
(endomorphism) f is surjective if and only if f’ is surjective. Hence S restricts to a homeo- 
morphism S’ as required. As in (2.6), S’ is homotopic to S,‘. 
Examples (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) provide applications of Theorems 2.6 and 2.7: many 
spaces of homeomorphisms and embeddings have /,-factors. See in particular Theorems 
0.1 and 0.2. 
Negligibility of o-compact subsets 
We conclude this section with a theorem on the negligibility of a-compact subsets of 
spaces of homeomorphisms and embeddings. 
Let K be a subset of a space X. An invertible isoiopy pushing K off X is a homeomor- 
phism F: (X x I) - (K x (1)) -+ X x I which preserves the second coordinate (i.e. if 
b, t) = F(x, s), then s = t), and which is the identity on X x (0). Such an isotopy is said 
to be limited by ^ Y, a collection of open subsets of X, if for each x E X, either F(x, s) = (x, s) 
for all s E I, or for some YE “Ir, {F(x, s), F-'(x, S) /s f I> is a subset of Y x 1. K is extraclibfe 
from X if for every collection,-Y, of open subsets of X containing K in their union, there is 
an invertible isotopy pushing K off X which is limited by Y. 
The following lemma, due to Cutler, is an immediate consequence of Theorem 1 and 
Lemma 1 of [8]. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let Y be a complete metric space, and let h' be the countable union of com- 
pact subsets of Y x I2 . Then K is extractible from Y x 1, . 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let X denote either E,,((A, A’), (T, T’)) of Theorem 2.6 or H,(A, A’) 
of T/leorem 2.7. If K is a o-compact subset of X, then K is extractible from X whenever X 
admits a complete metric. 
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Corollary (2.9) generalizes and sharpens the principal theorem of Mason in [13]. 
Generalization. Keesling has announced [22] that using some of the techniques of the 
present paper, together with material on flows, he can prove Theorems 2.6, 2.7 and 2.9 
whenever A is a metric space which admits a flow. 
53. THE MOXOTONE MAPS OF THE UWT INTERVAL 
In this section we show that the space &J,(I) defined in $1 is homeomorphic to I?. This 
will be needed when we apply Theorem 2.5 in $4. 
Definitions. Following Anderson we say that a closed subset K of a space X is a Z-set 
(has Property Z), if for any non-empty homotopically trivial open set U in X, U - K is 
non-empty and homotopicaily trivial. A subset M of a metric space X is a cap set (has the 
compact absorption property) if(i) ,LI can be expressed as ui,O lWi where for each i > 0 Mi c 
lLfi+I and !Cf, is a compact Z-set, and (ii) for any E > 0, any positive integer m, and any 
compactum KC X, there exists an integer n > 0 and an embedding h of K into kf, such 
that h 1 K n M, = 1, and p(h, I) c E. (p denotes the sup metric induced by the metric of X.) 
Let I” = ITi,,, Ji be the standard Hilbert Cube where each Ji = [0, 11. Let s = ni,, Jio 
where each Jio = (0, 1). Let B(I”) = I” -s. iM c G is an apparent boundary if the pair 
(G, kf) is homeomorphic to the pair (P, B(1”)). 
Theorems to quote 
THEOREM 3.1 (Keller [12]). Any compact convex infinite-dimensionaf subset of lz is 
homeomorphic to I”. 
THEOREM 3.2 (Anderson). Let G be homeomorphic to I” and M c G; M is an apparent 
boundary ifand only if&l is a cap set. (This is Theorem 4.2 of [3].) 
THEOREM 3.3 (Anderson). rf{Ni)i>o is a countable collection of closed Z-sets in s, then 
s - Ui>o Ni is homeomorphic to s. (This is Theorem I of [2].) 
Theorem on monotone maps 
THEOREM 3.4. M,(I) is homeomorphic to 12. 
Proof: The first step will be to embed M,(I) in a space G which is homeomorphic to 
I”. Let D denote the set of dyadic rationals in (0, 1). Let (di)i,O be the well-ordering of D 
such that if di = (qi/2ki) and dj = (qj/2kf) where each fraction is in its lowest terms, then 
i < j if either (a) ki < kj or (b) ki = kj and qi < qj. One must distinguish between this well- 
ordering of D and the linear ordering which D inherits from I. Let G be the space of all 
(not necessarily continuous) functions from D into I which are non-decreasing with respect 
to the linear ordering of D; the topology of G is to be given by the metric 
There is an obvious injection of ‘Lf,(1) into G obtained by restricting the elements of ,LI,(I) 
to D. One easily verifies that this injection is an embedding. To emphasize the fact that 
members of G are functions whose domain is D. \ve will bvrite -U,(D) for the image of M,(I) 
under this embedding. 
Secondly. Lve show that G is homeomorphic to I”. The reader may easily verify that C 
is compact. Define r: G --) I2 by T(g) = (1/2‘)g(d,). r - i, an embedding whose image is a 
compact. convex infinite-dimensional subspace of 12, so Lve may apply (3.1). 
Thirdly. \ve identify an apparent boundary in G. Let 
~\l+G~y(D)c +, I 
[ 1 /, \vhere i 2 I. 
hIi is closed in G and is therefore compact. We claim that ui,O lCli is an apparent bound- 
ary in G. By (3.2) it is only necessary to check properties (i) and (ii) in the definition of 
” cap set “. 
Proof of(i). Let U be a homotopically trivial open set in G and let f: (B", .S-I) ---t 
(U, I/ - Ali) be given. Let d = rf(f’(B”), G - U); let (ik = (~l,P) be such that (1/2k) < 6. 
Label the points of B” radially so that K’ = {t.uls E .S”-‘, 0 5 t 2 1). Define f’: B”--+ G 
byf’(tx)(J) = f‘(rs)(~) if )v 2 I&, and f”(tx)(y) = rnin(f‘(t.u,(y).f(x)(~)) ifg < CI, for all t and 
s. Clearlyj” is continuous. Bb, choice of rik, di > dL if i < k. Hence 
p(j“.J) = SUP i I fjt,~)(d,) - f”Ct.~)(d~) < 2. 
IS ;=,+,2’ 
Hence f’(P) c U. Noting that f“] .S”-’ = f‘l S”-’ and that f“(B”) n M, = a, we conclude 
that I’ - Mi is homotopically trivial. 
Proof of(ii). Since G is compact \ve may assume that K = G. Let dk = (l/2”“;) be such 
that (l/Z”) < E, and let II be such that (2/n) I min(l/nr, &). Let go E G be defined by 
g,,(~) = _Y ify L (2/n) and go(y) = (_1!/2) + (l/n) if)’ < (2/n). Define h: G -+ M, by /l(g) = gOg. 
/I has the required properties. 
By definition of apparent boundaries, G’ = G - IJi,O hli is homeomorphic to s. G’ 
contains M,(D). For each g E G’ let m(g) denote the sup of the lengths of components of 
L -g(D). Let ‘Vi = {g E G’[m(g) 2 (l/i)). M,(O) = G’ - Ui,o~i. Ni is closed in G’. 
Claim. Each Ni is a Z-set in G’. The theorem will follow from this Claim since, using 
(3.3). we will have 
MO(I) g MO(O) Z G’ Z s Z 12. 
Proof of Claim. Let U be a homotopically trivial open set in G’ and letf: (B”, .S’-I) -+ 
(U, U - Ni) be given. Let 6 = d(f(B”), G’ - U). Let k be a positive integer such that k + 1 
is a power of 2 and (l/Z”) < S. As before, label the points of B” radially. Without loss of 
generality assume f(tx) E U - Ni for all x, + I t I 1. For each tx E B” define g(tx)(O) = 0, 
g(t.x)(l) = 1 and g(tx)(>(i/k + 1) = f(tx)(j/k + 1) if 1 I j 2 k. On the intervals u/k + 1, 
+ l/k + l] n D(0 I j I k) extend g(tx) linearly. Then g(rs) maps D u (0, l} continuously 
to I. Definef’: B” + G’ as follows: 
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f’(tx)p) = g(tx)iy) if 0 5 f I + 
f’(fX)(J) = (3 - l)f(tx)(l.) t 2(‘1 - t)g(tx)(y) if f I t I 1. 
Then f' is continuous; p(f’,f) < 6 SO that f’(E) c CJ; f’/S”-’ =fj.Y-l and f’(5”) n 
;Vi = 0. So 0’ - Ni is homotopically trivial and the Claim is proved. The theorem follo\vs. 
&t. FUSCTIO,U-SPACES W’HICH ARE (z-MAXIFOLDS 
Preliminaries 
h’e begin by quoting a theorem of Eells [IO]. 
THEOREM 4.0. If Al is a Riemanniarz manifokd (witfzozzt bowzdary) of finite or infinite 
dimension, and if A4 is a compact space, then C(A, M) is a smooth manzjWd modeled on a 
Banacfz space. Furtfzernzore. IQ-A’ is a closed szrbspace of A, and if 1\1’ is a closed submanifokd 
of :lJ then tfze same holds for C((A, A’), (iLI, M’)). 
In order to generalize this theorem, we need the following special case of (4.0): 
COROLLARY 4. I. If M is a non-discrete separable Riemanniarz manifold (,~*itfzozrt boznzd- 
ary) offinite or infinite dimension and if A is a non-discrete compact space, tfzen C(A, i\/r) 
is a smooth manifold nzodeled on an infinite-dimensional separable Banacfz space. Furthermore, 
if A’ is a closed szrbspace of A szcch that A - A’ is non-discrete, and if m E M, then tize same 
reszdt fzolds for C((A, A’), (M, (171))). 
Topologically, (4.1) states that C(A, M) and C((A, A’), (iLJ, {m})) are I,-manifolds 161. 
In this section we will show that many other function-spaces are /2-manifolds. We begin 
with two lemmas which recent results in the theory of infinite-dimensional manifolds enable 
LIS to prove with ease. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A be non-discrete and compact, and let A’ be a closedszlbspace of A sucfz 
that A - A’ is non-discrete. Let T be such that T x I2 is an I,-manifold and let p E T. Then 
C(A, T) x I, and C((A, A’), (T, {p})) x I2 are I,-manijXds. 
Proof. C(A, 12) and C((A, A’), U2, {O)N are I,-manifolds by (4.1); and they are con- 
tractible. Hence by Corollary 3 of [l I] they are both homeomorphic to I,. 
C(A, T) x I, g C(A, r) x C(A, 1J z C(A, T x 12). 
The last-named space is an /,-manifold by (4.1). The other case is similar. 
LEM.VA 4.3. Let A be non-discrete and compact. Let T be such that T x I2 is an I?- 
nzanijbld. Therz C(A, T x (0, 1)) is atz I,-nzanifold. 
Proof. 
C(A, T x (0, 1)) z C(A, T) x C(A, (0, 1)) 
2 C(A, T) x I2 
since C(A, (0, 1)) is contractible and is an 12-manifold (cf. (4.1) and the proof of (4.2)). 
Now (4.2) completes the proof. 
THEOREM 4.4 (West). If T is a separable, locally compact CW complex, then T x I2 
is an 12-manifold. 
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(For the casr of 7 a polhhsdron, cf. Corollary 4.3 of [19]. For the generalization, 
cf. [?I].) 
THEOREM 4.5 (Anderson and Schori [j]). If .!I is an I,-nzanifbld, then .Lf is homeo- 
nzorphic to M x l2 
LEVMA 4.6 (Cutler [9]). Ler Y be a nzetric space. J‘ E Y, nnd ier Y - (y> and Y x l2 be 
I,-manifblds. Then Y is an I,-manifold if and only if y has a rzeighborlzood W such tlzat 
II’- {!.j is contractible and sz~h that the pair (cl CV, bd It;) is hovzeomorphic to (?? bd CV, 
bd CV) b>, n honzeomorphisnz r\+riclz takes y to the vertex of tfre cone, and is the identity on 
bd Cl’.. 
The main theorems 
THEOREM 4.7. Let X and A be compact non-empty spaces and let A’ be a closed subset 
qf‘ A. Let A hate finitely many covzporzents A,, . . . A,, and szcppose it is possible to coL?er a 
dense szrbset of A, - A’ wit/z cone patches. Let T be either a locally compact, separable poly- 
hedron all of whose componerzts have diuzensiotz >O or a separable, metrkab(e topological 
n-marzifbld-bvith-boundary (n > 0). Let p E T. Then C((X x A, X x A’), (T, {p})) is an 11- 
manifold. In particular, when A’ is empty, C(X x A, T) is an I,-manifold. 
Prooj: C((X x A, X x A’), (T, {p).)) is homeomorphic to C(X, C((A, A’), (T (p)))). 
It is enough to show that C((A, A’), (T, {p})) is an /,-manifold: the required result obviously 
follows from this if X is discrete (i.e. finite) and it follows from (4.1) if X is non-discrete. 
In fact it is enough to show that C((A,, A, n A’), (T, {p])) is an 12-manifold, because 
C((A, A’), (T, {p})) is homeomorphic to the Cartesian product of the spaces C((Ai, Ai A A’), 
(K {p})) 1 < i 5 a, and this together with (4.5) implies that C((A, A’), (T, {p})) is homeo- 
morphic to C((A, A’), (T, {p))) x II; the tatter space is an 12-manifold by (4.2). In other 
words there is no loss of generality in assuming A = A, is connected and this we now do. 
In case T is a polyhedron, T x l2 is an 12-manifold by (4.4). In case T is an n-manifold, 
T x 1, is obviously an /,-manifold. Hence, by (4.2), C(A, T) x II and C((A, A’), (T, (p])) x l2 
are /2-manifolds in all cases, since A - A’ is non-discrete. 
LetfE C(il, T) be a non-constant map. By hypothesis, A admits a cone patch I/ such 
that in the notation of Theorem 2.5, f E (?‘(A, T). C’.‘(A, T) is open in C(A, T). By (2.5) 
and (3.4), 
Cc(A, T) x l2 z CL’(A, T). 
Hence CU(A, T) is an I,-manifold and so f has an 12-neighborhood in C(A, T). 
Similarly, iff’E C((A, A’), (T, {p))) ‘_ ISa non-constant map, thenfmust be a non-constant 
on A - A’ and one easily shows that there is a cone patch U for (A, A’) such that CJ c A - A’ 
and f E C’((A, A’), (7, Cp>>>. Th is implies that f has an 12-neighborhood in C((A, A’), 
(T. {p})) for the reasons given in the last paragraph. 
It remains to show that the constant maps have 12-neighborhoods. We denote the 
constant map at the point I E T byf; _ There are three cases to consider. 
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Case (i). f, E C(A, T) where either Tis an n-manifold and x E Tis arbitrary, or T = 1 KI 
is a polyhedron and .Y is not a vertex of K. We show thatf; has an I,-neighborhood. In case 
T is an n-manifold, f, has a neighborhood homeomorphic to C(A, R”) which is an II- 
manifold by (4.1). In case T = /K/ and x is not a vertex of K. then by a well-known argu- 
ment, x has a neighborhood in T which is homeomorphic to Y x (0, 1) where V is a sub- 
polyhedron of T. Y x I2 is an f2-manifold by (4.4). Hence by (4.3) C(d, Y x (0, 1)) is an 
I,-manifold, andf; has a neighborhood homeomorphic to C(A, V x (0, 1)). 
Case (ii). fx E C(A, T) where T = j KI is a polyhedron and x is a vertex of K. Let G 
be the open-star neighborhood of x in T given by the triangulation K. G - {x> is non-empty, 
by hypothesis. W = C(A, G) is an open neighborhood off,. Because of Case (i), W- {f,} 
is an 12-manifold. Because of (4.2) and (4.4) W x l2 is an /,-manifold. Using (4.6) we will 
show that W is an /,-manifold, but first we must verify that the other hypotheses of (4.6) 
hold. 
cl w = C(A, cl G) 
bd W={fecl W]f(A)nbdG#@;. 
Clearly cl G is homeomorphic to ‘c;’ bd G so that we may write 
cl G = {(I - t)_r + tyjy E bd G, 0 < f I l}. 
If 0 I t, 5 I, let 
G,,={(l-f)x+fyly~bdG,O~t<t~). 
If 0 < t, 5 I, let Qro: cl G,, + cl G be the homeomorphism defined by @,,((l - t)x + ry) = 
((1 - t/r& + (t/f&), where 0 I t _< t,. If f E cl W, let t(f) = inf{t E I If E C(/i, cl G,)}. 
Define : 
by 
and 
‘1:(c1 W,bd W)+(%bd W,bd W) 
a(f) = (1 - r(f ))t’ + u)(@r(n of) if t(f) # 0 
r](f) = t’ if t(f) = 0, where u is the vertex of the cone. Clearly rl is a homeomorphism 
which takesj; to ~1 and is the identity on bd W. 
We must show that W - {f,} is contractible. Since W - {f,} is an I,-manifold, it has 
the homotopy type of a CW complex (cf. [18, Theorems 5 and 141, and [16, Theorem 21). 
W is contractible. It is enough to show that the inclusion map of W - {f;) into W = C(A, G) 
is a weak homotopy equivalence. Let g: (Bk, Sk-‘) -+ (W, W - (f,}) be given. We seek a map 
g’: Bk --t W - {f,} such that g’/ Sk-’ = g] Sk-‘. As usual we label the points of Bk radially: 
B’ = {tt j < E Sk-‘, 0 I i I l}, Let U be a cone patch for A, with vertex II. Let A+ be the 
space obtained from the disjoint union of A and I by identifying u E A with 0 E I. If 0 5 t, < 
1, let Y’,,: A -+ A+ be defined to be the identity outside cl U, and 
Y,,((l - r)u f tz) = [[(il++)u+(~jz]tCl(icd+ if te5:tll 
t (t,-t)eIcA+ if Oitlf,. 
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Let .v, E bd G be an arbitrary but fixed point. For each point ri E B’. let us write 
g(tS,(,u) = (1 - ?(t. <)).Y + r(t, :),I., 
where J E bd G and 0 I r(t, 5) 5 1. Define d: Bk --f C(A+, G) as follows: 
(a) g(rS)(O = g(rT)(;) if <EAcrl+; 
(b) s’(t<)(o) = (I - 5 i a)s + (7 - a)y if crE[cil’ 
and 0 < G < 5 = s!r, <) ; 
(C) $j(t<)(G) = (1 - G + 7)s + (a - T)Jo 
if aElcA_ and T=T(~,<)scTI~. 
Now define g’: B” -+ C(A, G) b>, 
g’(t<)(l) = I ma o ‘PI -J(i) if + I f 5’1 
lkx3 o Y,,Ji) if 0 5 t 5’3. 
This is the required map g’. Applying (4.6) we see that W = C(A, G) is an /,-manifold. 
Case (iii). We must show thatfb E C((A, A’), (T, {p))) has an /,-neighborhood. In case 
T is an n-manifold, then f, has a neighborhood homeomorphic to C((A, A’), (R”, (0))) 
which is an /,-manifold by (4.1). In case T = 1 Kj is a polyhedron, an obvious modification 
of Case (i) or Case (ii) gives the required result sincef, is the only constant map in C((A, A’), 
(T. {pj)), when A’ is non-empty. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 4.7. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let X, A and A’ be as in Tlleorenz 4.7 wit11 the additional hypothesis that 
A, r‘l A’ is non-empty. Let T be a separable, locally compact CW comp1e.r of dimension >O. 
Let p lie in the interior of a prirzcipal cell of T of dimension > 0. Then C(( X x A, X x A’), 
(T, {pj)) is an 12-manifold. 
(Note : the cell c of T is principal if its interior is open in T.) 
Proof. As in (4.7) it is enough to assume A connected and to prove that C((A, A’), 
(T, (p})) is an /,-manifold. This is done as in (4.7). The hypothesis that A, A A’ = A’ is 
non-empty ensures that there is only one constant map. The hypothesis on p makes it 
possible to deal with this as in Case (i) of the proof of (4.7). 
Special cases of (4.7) and (4.8) are discussed in $0. See in particular Theorems 0.3 
and 0.4. 
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